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Alligator in an Anorak 



Birds in Burkas



Cow in a Crop Top



Dolphin in a Dashiki



Elephant in Espadrilles



Flamingo in a Fez



Giraffe in Go-go Boots



Hippo in a Habit



Ibis in an Izaar



Jellyfish in Jodhpurs



Kangaroo in a Kimono



Leopard in a Leotard



Mule in Mules



Narwhal in a Necktie



Octopus in Overalls



Penguin in Parachute Pants



Quetzal in a Quilted Jacket



Rabbit in a Robe



Sloth in a Sari



Tortoise in a Tiara



Urial in Underpants



Vulture in a Visor



Warthog in Wellingtons



Xenopus in X-Ray Goggles



Yak in a Yarmulke



Zebra in a Zoot Suit



Now draw your own!



Note from the Illustrator  
 

I started this project by accident. A friend posted the above photo on social media, and for a split second, I 
thought someone put birds in mini-burkas. Why my brain went to that particular interpretation is beyond me, 
but it made me laugh really hard. Naturally, I had to draw the Birds in Burkas, and that made me laugh even 
harder. So, I decided to do the whole alphabet to keep myself laughing, and it ended up helping me maintain 
my mental health in the aftermath of the 2016 election. I hope it helps you, too.

Tamra Carhart is an illustrator and graphic facilitator. When she's not keeping herself [relatively] sane by 
drawing ridiculous cartoon animals, she helps people and companies collaborate and communicate through 
graphic facilitation. For more information, go to tamracarhart.com.

Make art. It helps.

THe original Birds in Burkas

Photo by Kelly LaffertyPhoto by Laura Hajar

Want more Animals with Attitude stuff? Go to tamraconteur.bigcartel.com.
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